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The game of the title is played on the system of five orbits drawn in the figure. Each system 
consists of four vertices and five or six edges. On distinct vertices of each system, either one 
electron (dime) and one positron (penny) or two electrons and two positrons are placed. A 
typical arrangement is indicated in the figure (- for electron, + for positron). 
Two physicists play the game by moving alternately. Each physicist at his turn selects a 
particle and moves it to an adjacent vertex JA along a directed edge, provided that either u is 
unoccupied or u is occupied by a particle of the opposite type. In the latter case, of course, 
both particles get annihilated, as physicists tell us particles and antiparticles do. 
The object of the game is to make the last move. Thus the physicist who first finds himself 
without particles is the loser, the other the winner. If there is no last move, the outcome is 
defined to be a tie. 
Remarks. (i) The two upper systems of orbits are identical, and so are the three lower 
systems. Both systems differ only in that the former has one additional edge. Although this is a 
very simple case, it may not be immediately obvious that for the initial position indicated in the 
figure, for example, there is precisely one winning move which enables the physicist making it 
to win, no matter how his opponent plays. (Which one is it?) All other moves lead either to the 
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first physicist losing the game (if his opponent plays correctly) or to a tie (where no physicist 
can force a win, but both can therefore avoid losing). 
(ii) An interesting variation of the game is obtained when the particles are of a single type, 
say pions 7’. Analogously to the above, a player at his turn selects a particle and moves it to an 
adjacent vertex u along a directed edge. If u was occupied, both pions annihilate ach other 
(emitting two photons, which disappear into thin air). We assume that the game is played rather 
fast (in less than lo-” s), to avoid spontaneous decay of the PO particles. Alternatively, we can 
think of this variation as a game of orbiting stars, where two colliding stars explode in a cloud 
of interstellar dust and vanish. But regardless of the interpretation of this variation, the position of 
the figure is now a tie! 
Even if you are not a physicist you may wish to play the game by placing pennies and dimes 
on distinct vertices of your choice. For the more theoretically inclined reader, we remark that a 
polynomial strategy for the pion variation played on an arbitrary finite digraph is given in[3,4]. 
But for simple digraphs uch as those depicted here, the theory of [l (Ch. 111, 2. 5. 61 suffices 
for a complete analysis of both variations. On the other hand, the strategy for the first version 
played on an arbitrary finite digraph may not be all that simple: A special case of it (when all 
particles are electrons, say) is a generalization of the game called Welter, which has an 
interestingly intricate theory [ 1, Ch. 131. 
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